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When the Egyptian company, Kato Aromatic was trying to set up shop in Mukono-Uganda 

in mid-nineties, I wrote an article for New Vision, explaining the Nile ‘creation’ and 

welcoming our downstream brothers to the headwaters of the famous river. 

One point made then and worth repeating today is that: Egyptians needed to invest more in 

upstream economies for both food and water security. 

Yet, 20 years down the line, there is developing military unease in Cairo, Addis, and Kampala 

about upstream energy projects. Over the last two weeks - both on the 30 hour Cape Town – 

Denver (US) flights and at our American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air-conditioning 

Engineers (ASHRAE) meeting, I had time to research, reflect and discuss with an Ethiopian 

driver and an Egyptian Engineering Professor about the Nile waters problem. In a series of 

articles, I summarise Egypt’s and upstream countries’ cases. Possible action scenarios and their 

effects are surveyed. Some recommendations are finally made. 

Egypt has three sources of water: The Sea, Ground water and the Nile. Contrary to common 

belief, of all the Nile basin peoples, it is Egyptians that have the biggest water resource. And it is 

them that are assured of an inexhaustible source of water were the entire basin to dry up. 

  

With the Red and Mediterranean seas, these people are sure to have water up to the time the 

entire planet - as we know it - dries up! Moreover, as the globe warms up and the sea level rises, 

they get more of the resource from melting polar glaciers and mountainous snow caps. 

  

To drive the point closer home, most of the Rwenzori snow-caps we used to see and marvel at 

from as far as present day Kyegegwa district in my 1970s childhood, have since disappeared to 

Egypt! The only issue is that this infinite source is salty and has - for ages been more costly to 

reclaim and distribute. But this is changing rapidly now. 

  

While sea water desalination used to cost an average of $3.70 to 4.00 per cubic metre (cu.m) in 

the 1980s, it has now dropped by a factor of 10 to well below 0.37. In fact, in Egypt today 

adoption of reverse osmosis technology has dropped costs to just under $0.20 per cu.m. This is 

about twice that from the Nile – and the gap is narrowing because of increasing pollution and 

start of integration of direct solar energy in desalination. 

  

Ground water, otherwise called brackish water (slightly salted water) is abundant below most of 

Egypt. This resource easily surpasses the 200 Bncu.m. per year mark – or four times that from 

the Nile. Almost the entire country is covered with intersecting ground aquifers. For example, 

while the Nubian sandstone aquifer is reported to cover 90% of the country, the Fissured 

carbonate one covers over 50%. 



  

This ground water is mainly due to remnants of previous lakes in the pre Sahara days and partly 

to seepage from the river, irrigation canals and occasional desert rains. Late Colonel Gadaffi had 

exploited similar resources to address water poverty among his people in Libya. 

  

Egyptians are also exploiting the resource and up to nearly 17 Bncu.m. were officially being 

harvested annually by 2011. But this is under 9% of the resource capacity. Desalination costs 

vary but are less than those of sea water. Distribution costs are even less than those of the Nile 

waters because abstraction is largely at point of use. 

  

In fact, the ‘problem’ now is that many informal boreholes are reported to be mushrooming in 

areas quite far off from the Nile valley. Depths vary between 0 and 500 m but the rocks are 

easier to drill than those in upstream countries because of volcanic/igneous nature of the latter. 

  

In the Sinai and regions near the delta, depths are as low as 0 - 2 m below the surface. 

Environmentally, abstraction in this region is not as harmful as in upstream countries because 

lowering the water table in the latter would kill many plants - thus affecting the Nile waters 

themselves and exterminating dependent animals – none of which exist in the Egyptian desert. 

  

The most convenient source of water in Egypt is the Nile flowing at an average 84 Bncu.m. per 

year.  It is convenient because it gives fresh water from the greater East Africa. From Uganda 

through South Sudan, there is an all year round steady flow of 11.8 Bn. cu.m. controlled by 

storage lakes Victoria, Kioga and Albert and thermal-regulated by the massive suds of South 

Sudan. 

  

The suds expand in wet seasons, increasing evaporation losses and contract in dry seasons 

reducing the losses. They assure Egyptians of fresh drinking water all year round. From Ethiopia, 

the Blue Nile and Atbara flow unsteadily. Flow rates are maximum between August and October 

and minimal at all other times.   

  

This unsteady flow gave the Nile in Egypt its demi god status. For - while similar rivers in 

adjoining Europe and Asia were drying up at that time, the Nile was preparing to flood Egypt 

with most nutritious volcanic debris from the Ethiopian highlands. 

  

Colonial agreements first with imperial Britain, and then with Sudan - at times when desalination 

technology was still ‘primitive’ - reassured Egyptians of a minimum 55.5 Bncu.m. annual flow. 

It is this value they are taking as an omnipotent figure, perhaps written on stone – and will be 

willing to go to war for if not achieved. 

  

To be fair, in 1959 when the figure was decided, today’s Reverse Osmosis technology was not 

yet even in the labs. Salty water ionisation technology for irrigation was in infancy. From an 

energy source point of view, efficient harnessing of solar energy – of which Egypt has aplenty – 

was unknown. 

  

Add to this the facts that Egypt was the most populous, most advanced and most strategic (to 

Britain) country in the basin and that issues of climate change were not clearly understood at the 



time: it is then easier to appreciate the biased allocation. But almost all these have since changed. 

In the next article, we examine the changes.  
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